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 Category TE: Technology 
  CO: Communication 

 
 Type Class Assignment 
 
 Level Undergraduate: second, third, or fourth year  
 
 Duration 1 week out of class for information gathering, 1 class period for presentation 

 
 Abstract Design technology is rapidly evolving, and design educators are preparing students 
  for an unknown future. In this changing environment, the ability to learn how to 
  learn is paramount.  Yet, students often come to technology courses desiring step-
  by-step instruction.  While seemingly efficient, this approach used exclusively would 
  impede a student’s ability to critically assess how a tool might be used and its 
  appropriateness for the task at hand.  This simple activity builds student awareness 
  surrounding software/product offerings, provides opportunities for dialogue  
  regarding the future of design, and offers design educators a continually updated 
  list of emergent technologies. This project asks students to seek out and assess 
  software programs, technology applications, and peripherals by considering how 
  the products could be used within the profession of interior design.  Outcomes 
  from their explorations are shared in class, and student notes (taken during the 
  presentations) serve as a resource to both students and educators alike. 
.  
 Learning Objectives 1.  Students gain an understanding of the evolving nature surrounding design     

 technology and the multitude of tools available. 
 
 2.  Students gain skill in seeking out new tools and products. 
 
 3.  Students build vocabulary relative to design technology. 
 
 4.  Students build skill assessing emerging technologies and their potential use 
  in the design process.  
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 5.  Students have the opportunity to enhance presentation skills, participate in 
  critical dialogue, and exchange ideas.  
 
 Criteria Students are required to search for emerging technological tools, create a  
  presentation about their findings, and actively participate in discussion with their 
  peers. 
 
  This project asks students to find tools and gather information from 3 types of 
  design technologies: 
 

1. Rendering or drawing programs 
2. Modeling or project management programs 
3. Peripherals or other technology 

 
  Process Once the preliminary search is complete, students then select a software or product 

from one of the categories for further exploration. Findings are presented to the 
class.  All students take notes on the presentations, evaluating their own interest in 
the technology and their own ideas of how it can be used. 

 
 Presentation Methods  Students generate a 6 slide presentation including: 
 

Slide 1:  Names and images of the technologies selected during the preliminary 
search (covering each category).   

 Share images from each. 
 
Slide 2: Title and image of the selected technology. 
 Include teaser image of a design product to generate interest. 
 
Slide 3: Answer the question-How is the software/product unique? 
 
Slide 4: Answer the question-How could an interior designer use it during a project? 
 Include screen shots of software or product images. 
 
Slide 5: Answer the question-How could the software/product provide a 

competitive advantage to a designer? 
 Include images of design outcomes using the software or product. 
 
Slide 6: Where to go for more information.  
 Include additional images of design outcomes using the software or 

product. 
 
 Evaluation Students are assessed based on their search criteria, strength of presentation, 
  ability to answer basic questions about their selection, and participation in  
  discussions.   The goal is not to develop a working knowledge of the   
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  software/product but be able to forecast how they might use it in the future. See 
  Rubric for more information.   

 
 References Students conduct online searches through: company websites, trade shows,  
  software forums. 
 
 Appendix A1 Project statement 

A2 Project Rubric 
A3 Guided Note Taking Form 

 
 



Tech Talks
Design related technologies are in constant flux.  What you’re learning today will likely change a great deal in the coming years.

The objective for this exercise is to to seek out and share emerging technologies relevant to interior design.

Preliminary Search
 Please find a minimum of 3 new technologies,  1 from each of the following categories:
 1. Rendering or drawing program
 2. Modeling or project management program
 3. Peripheral or other technology
 (this search should take at least an hour, please do not settle for the first product found)

Further Exploration
From that search isolate one technology for further examination.
The goal is not learn the ins and outs of using the technology, but to develop an understanding of what it is, why its unique, and 
how interior designers might benefit from its use.

Selected technologies can be anything outside of what we are currently learning/using in the department
 (do not select any programs or products covered in this or another class)

Presentation
Each student will prepare a 6 slide, & approx. 5 min presentation to share with the class.  Be prepared to answer questions.

Preliminary exploration
of the 3 technologies

Provide images of each

How is the software/product unique?

Include appropriate images

How could an interior designer 
use it during a project?

Include appropriate images

How could the software/product 
provide a competitive advantage?

Include images of design outcomes 
using the software /product

Where can one go for 
more information?

Include additional images of design outcomes

Title of selected software/product

Show teaser image-to generate interest

Slides:
Please use the following guide for each slide:

#1 #2

#3 #4

#5 #6



Rubric

Preliminary Exploration
Interesting & wide ranging selections. 
The presentation demonstrates a range of exploration.

Notes from other presentations   Y or N

Exceeds
Expectations

Meets 
Expectations

Incomplete/Needs Work

of ____pts

Further Exploration
The presentation demonstrates analysis & 
understanding of what the selected technology 
is, how its unique, and how interior designers may 
use it.

Further Exploration
Ability to answer questions from class & instructor.

Visual and verbal presentation work together to support 
the explanation. 

Participation in class discussions Y or N

Comments:

Exceeds
Expectations

Meets 
Expectations

Incomplete/Needs Work

Exceeds
Expectations

Meets 
Expectations

Incomplete/Needs Work

Score:



Tech Talk Notes complete for each person    Your name ______________
Please staple your notes together

Name of presenter_________________________________________

Initial 3 software (circle the one that was selected for advanced exploration) 

1.
  2.
  3.

Key features or why it’s unique:

Why would this be useful to Interior Design:

Rate your interest in this software 1 low, 10 high  ____

Tech Talk Notes complete for each person    Your name ______________
Please staple your notes together

Name of presenter_________________________________________

Initial 3 software (circle the one that was selected for advanced exploration) 

1.
  2.
  3.

Key features or why it’s unique:

Why would this be useful to Interior Design:

Rate your interest in this software 1 low, 10 high  ____


